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Chapter 1. Electromagnetic Wave Theory
We are developing a generalized formulation
for the electromagnetic fields in multilayered
uniaxially anisotropic media containing arbi-
trary distribution of current sources. A spec-
tral domain dyadic Green's function for
multilayered uniaxially anisotropic media
containing three-dimensional sources is
derived. Tractable forms are shown to be
easily deduced from the physical picture of
the waves radiated by the primary sources
and the multiple reflections from the stratified
medium. The formulation decomposes the
dyadic Green's function into TE and TM
waves. The dyadic Green's function in the
source region is properly represented by
extracting the delta function singularity. A
simple procedure to obtain the fields in any
arbitrary layer is described. Recursion
relations for appropriately defined reflection
and upward and downward propagating
transmission coefficients are presented.
Forms suitable for transmission line applica-
tions in multilayered media are derived.
Finite difference time domain (FDTD) tech-
niques show great promise in their ability to
solve three-dimensional problems with arbi-
trary geometry. Advantages of this method
include the ability to model spatially or
temporally varying media. These advantages
are due to the complete discretization of both
space and time. Considering the volume of
information being calculated, these tech-
niques are very efficient and well suited to
calculation on future parallel processing
computers. This method was first formulated
by Yee in 1966, and his basic algorithm is
still in use.
Recent work has demonstrated the applica-
bility of the FDTD technique to microstrip
problems. The centered finite difference
approximations used are second order accu-
rate in both space and time yielding good
results for reasonable mesh sizes. Numerical
techniques used to solve electromagnetic
problems must limit the domain over which
the fields are calculated. This mandates the
use of an absorbing boundary condition to
simulate the outward propagation of waves
incident on the walls of the mesh. An
absorbing boundary condition, developed by
Mur and based on the work of Enquist and
Majda, is used in this work.
Our work in this area includes development
of the algorithms mentioned above into a
general purpose computer code which can
be used to solve for the transient response of
electromagnetic problems having arbitrary
geometries. In addition to the transient
response, frequency domain parameters can
be obtained by Fourier transform of the time
domain results. Since the fields are calcu-
lated throughout space and time all other
desired parameters can be calculated from
the field quantities.
Specifically, we are analyzing rectangular
microstrip structures with as many as two or
more ports. Such structures can be used in
MMIC filters or antennas. This problem is of
interest for several reasons. First, there are
existing frequency domain solutions to the
resonance problem of a rectangular micro-
strip patch, which we compare with the
FDTD solution. Secondly, the FDTD tech-
nique can be used to analyze coupling of
microstrip lines to the rectangular structure.
This coupling can be either a direct con-
nection or a gap coupled connection. Advan-
tages of the FDTD solution to this problem
are that (1) the full wave solution allows for
radiation or surface wave loss, (2) no empir-
ical values such as "effective" dimensions are
needed for the analysis, and (3) the geom-
etry can be altered easily to allow for various
connections or coupling to the patch. This
method is a significant improvement over
those that rely on a planar circuit approach in
which the substrate thickness must be small
compared to wavelength and inherently
three-dimensional coupling problems are not
easily handled. We will compare our results
with various planar circuit approaches.
The leakage phenomenon is important in the
area of millimeter-wave integrated circuits
and integrated optics. We have performed
theoretical analyses and experiments to
investigate this phenomenon. The leakage is
due to the TE-TM coupling occurring at the
geometrical discontinuities, and the leaky
power in the form of surface wave propa-
gates in the background medium.
We are using various methods to analyze the
dielectric strip waveguides including the
approximate field matching, effective dielec-
tric constant (EDC), and mode matching.
Because the first two methods are approxi-
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mate, they can not be used to predict the
imaginary part of the propagation constant.
When using the third method, we must place
ground planes at some distance from the
guiding structure and omit the effect of radi-
ation loss.
To solve for the dispersion relation of single
and coupled dielectric strip waveguides, we
derive an integral equation formulation using
dyadic Green's function. We also present a
method for predicting the leakage. Three dif-
ferent dielectric strip waveguides are investi-
gated: optical rib waveguide, strip dielectric
guide, and insulated image guide. Both
single and coupled strip waveguides are
studied. The cross section of the dielectric
strips are assumed to have rectangular shape.
Applying the Galerkin's method, the field dis-
tribution on the cross section is represented
by a set of unit pulse basis functions. By
substituting these basis functions into the
integral equations and choosing the same set
of basis functions as the testing functions,
we can obtain a determinant equation from
which the propagation constant can be
solved.
For single dielectric strip waveguide, we have
observed that the leakage occurs when the
effective refractive index is smaller than that
of a surface wave mode in the background
medium. We also observed that if the lowest
TE-like (TM-like) mode is leaky, the lowest
TM-like (TE-like) mode is non-leaky. When
the lowest order mode leaks, the surface
wave mode of opposite polarization is
excited. When the higher order mode leaks,
the surface wave modes of both polarizations
can be excited.
For two symmetrical dielectric strip wave-
guides, we investigated both the even and
odd modes. In the leaky mode, the total
leakage is due to the leakage from each indi-
vidual strip waveguide. At the separation
where the even mode has a maximum
leakage, it is implied that the surface wave
modes excited by each waveguide add in
phase. For the odd mode at about the same
separation, these surface wave modes add
out of phase; hence, a null in the leakage is
observed.
We are analyzing the propagation properties
of single and coupled inhomogeneous slab
waveguides and propose an integral equation
formulation using the dyadic Green's func-
tion which covers both the TE and TM
modes. The dispersion relations are obtained
by applying Galerkin's method to solve the
integral equation. We also investigate the
coupling between two symmetrical inho-
mogeneous slab waveguides. This method is
applicable to arbitrary dielectric constant pro-
files.
Full modal analysis is used to study the
dispersion characteristics of microstrip lines
periodically loaded with crossing strips in a
stratified uniaxially anisotropic medium.
Dyadic Green's functions in the spectral
domain for the multilayered medium in con-
junction with the vector Fourier transform
(VFT) are used to formulate a coupled set of
vector integral equations for the current dis-
tribution on the signal line and the crossing
strips. Galerkin's procedure is applied to
derive the eigenvalue equation for the propa-
gation constant. We investigate the effect of
anisotropy for both open and shielded struc-
tures on the stopband properties.
We are analyzing the quasistatic fields gener-
ated by an electrode mounted on a perfectly
conducting pad of finite extent buried in a
planar stratified medium. An integral
equation in the spectral domain is derived for
the outflowing current density distribution on
the pad-electrode surface. The method of
moments is then applied to solve the integral
equation. We are investigating the effects of
the electric properties of the stratified
medium and the standoff thickness on the
total electrode current. Several conductivity
profiles modelling different practical meas-
urement environments are also considered.
Numerical results reveal that the total
electrode current is insensitive to the standoff
thickness, and can be used to prospect for
the conductivity of rock formation.
Based on a hybrid transmission lines-lumped
element circuit model, we analyze the tran-
sient propagation characteristics of VLSI
interconnects with discrete capacitive loads
at various locations. Exact expressions of the
Laplace transform of unit step responses are
first obtained through the ABCD matrix for-
mulation. We then apply the equivalent
dominant pole approximation to the transfer
function with the propagation delays fac-
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tored out. The approximated transfer func-
tion can be inverted in closed form and
quickly evaluated. These results provide effi-
cient ways of finding approximately the
effects on delays and rise time brought by
VLSI off-chip interconnects.
Because of the dramatic increase in device
densities on microelectronic chips, the prop-
agation delay for off-chip interconnects has
become the factor limiting the speed of VLSI
packages. Typical scales of these intercon-
nects will be comparable or larger than the
characteristic wavelength of the high fre-
quency components of the signal. Therefore,
to calculate the delays caused by these inter-
connects properly, a hybrid circuit model
containing transmission line sections as well
as lumped elements must be used in place of
the all-lumped elements. Nevertheless, most
circuit simulation packages are based on the
latter and have to resort to subsection
approximation when dealing with trans-
mission lines. This scheme will undoubtedly
lead to lengthy computation - which is not
desirable when a quick, heuristic estimate of
bounds is needed for the initial phase of the
design cycle.
We have developed two approaches for
obtaining the approximate transient response
without lengthy simulation. The first empha-
sizes the calculation of bounds to voltage
responses from the differential equations
either by direct integration or by using the
optimal control theory. The second analyzes
the properties of Laplace transform domain
solution. Thus far, their applications are
limited to all lumped-element and distributed
RC networks, which can only handle on-chip
interconnects. For off-chip delay estimation,
we took the second approach by incorpo-
rating transmission line elements.
Extensive work has been published on radi-
ation by a microstrip patch excited by a
probe. Most of the published work did not
rigorously model the correct current distribu-
tion on the probe. In the case of electrically
thin substrates, the probe current is usually
approximated as uniform along the probe.
This leads to acceptable numerical results for
the computation of the radiation pattern by
the patch and the mutual impedance
between the probe and the patch. However,
this approximation is not sufficiently accurate
to solve for the current distribution on the
patch or for the computation of the self
impedance across the terminals of the probe.
Furthermore, this approximation is not appro-
priate in the case of electrically thick
substrates.
We rigorously analyzed the radiation problem
of a circular patch which is center fed by a
coaxial-line driven probe over a ground plane
and situated in an arbitrary layered medium.
The current distribution on both the patch
and the probe is rigorously formulated using
a planar stratified medium approach. A set of
three coupled integral equations is derived
which governs the axial current distribution
on the probe, the radial current distribution
on the patch and the azimuthal magnetic
current sheet across the aperture of the
driving coaxial line. This set of equations is
then solved using the method of moments.
The resulting matrix equation is obtained in
terms of Sommerfeld-type integrals that take
into account the effect of the layered
medium. These integrals are efficiently com-
puted by a simple deformation in the
complex wavenumber domain. The probe
current distribution, input impedance and
radiation pattern are presented and compared
to the case of an uniform probe current dis-
tribution.
The analysis of microstrip antennas with
electrically thick substrates has many appli-
cations pertaining to millimeter wave systems
and to achieving wide bandwidth. Most of
the published work on the input impedance
and other parameters of a probe-fed micro-
strip antenna employ an approximation to the
probe feed where it is replaced by a uniform
current ribbon of equivalent dimensions.
This approximation fails to give sufficiently
accurate results for the input impedance of
the probe especially for thick substrates.
Recently, we have made some progress in
this area - we obtained the current distribu-
tion on the metallic probe in a closed mag-
netic wall cavity. Then, we accounted for
the radiation losses by lumping them arti-
ficially into an effective loss tangent.
We have formulated the problem of a center
fed circular microstrip antenna in terms of a
Weber transform, which allowed us to
develop the Green's function of the layered
medium with the probe and the microstrip
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patch as part of the medium. Using the
Weber transform automatically enforces the
boundary conditions on the probe and the
patch. This allows us to cast the problem as
the solution of a set of two coupled integral
equations governing the tangential compo-
nent of the electric field across the aperture
of the coaxial line feed and that aperture
across the interface where the patch lies.
Next, we solve this set of equations using the
method of moments. We then compute the
current distribution on both the probe and
the patch from the component of the mag-
netic field tangential to their surfaces. Fur-
thermore, from the computed electric field
across the aperture of the coaxial line feed,
we obtain the reflection coefficient for the
TEM mode which allows us to compute the
input impedance across the terminals of the
probe. The probe current distribution, input
impedance and radiation pattern are pre-
sented, and the obtained results compared
with those using the stratified medium for-
mulation.
The transient fields of a current source on a
layered medium are calculated using the
double deformation technique, in which
complex integrals are deformed in the trans-
verse wavenumber and frequency planes.
Singularities from these complex planes cor-
respond to physical modes of the structure,
such as guided and leaky waves, and the rel-
ative importance of each to the overall
response can be discovered. Unlike the
Cagniard-de Hoop method, double deforma-
tion can be applied to dispersive and
dissipative media. Also, the causality of the
electromagnetic signal can be shown analyt-
ically.
We developed a modification to the double
deformation technique, which splits the
Fourier transform of the source current into
two halves, one for times before the arrival at
the observation point, and one after. This
greatly increases the range of sources to
which the double deformation technique can
be applied. Another advantage of the mod-
ification is the individual causality and conti-
nuity of each mode.
We have computed results for both line and
strip currents on the surface of a coated
perfect conductor for cases where the dielec-
tric coating is both lossless and dissipative.
In most cases, only a small number of modes
suffices to reproduce the important features
of the response, including the arrivals of
reflected and lateral rays. The importance of
each type of arrival depends on certain fea-
tures of the time function, especially the
initial slope. The response due to a strip
current resembles that of a line current
although there is some smoothing of the
sharper features.
The complex resonant frequencies of the
open structure of a microstrip antenna con-
sisting of two circular microstrip disks in a
stacked configuration have been rigorously
calculated as a function of the layered
parameters and the ratio of the radii of the
two disks. Using a dyadic Green's function
formulation for horizontally stratified media
and the vector Hankel transform, the mixed
boundary value problem is reduced to a set
of coupled vector integral equations.
Employing Galerkin's method in the spectral
domain, we calculated the complex resonant
frequencies and demonstrated convergence
of the results. We show that for each mode,
the stacked circular microstrip structure has
dual resonant frequencies which are associ-
ated with the two coupled constitutive
resonators of the structure and a function of
the mutual coupling between the two disk
resonators. This mutual coupling is a func-
tion of the geometrical configuration of the
stacked structure; the layered parameters,
permittivities, permeabilities, and heights; and
the ratio of the radii of the two disks. The
dual frequency behavior of the stacked
microstrip structure can be used to broaden
the bandwidth or to provide for dual fre-
quency use of the antenna.
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We are developing models of various kinds of
earth terrain using a two-layer configuration
to investigate the polarimetric scattering
properties of remotely sensed media. The
scattering layer is an anisotropic random
medium characterized by a three-dimensional
correlation function with lateral and vertical
correlation lengths and variances. Based on
the wave theory under Born approximations,
we applied this model to derive the fully
polarimetric backscattering coefficients of the
Mueller and covariance matrices. We consid-
ered a single scattering process, taking into
account all the multiple reflections at the
boundaries. For an anisotropic random
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medium with optic axis tilted off the vertical
axis, the corresponding Mueller and
covariance matrices do not contain any zero
elements. To account for the azimuthal ran-
domness in the growth direction of leaves in
tree and grass fields, an averaging scheme is
applied to obtain the backscattering coeffi-
cients. In this case, the Mueller matrix con-
tains eight zero elements, the covariance
matrix has four zero elements, and the cross-
polarization term cvh does not vanish. The-
oretical predictions are matched with
experimental data for sea ice and vegetation
fields.
During the transionospheric propagation of a
high power radio wave beam, the nonuni-
form electromagnetic field interacts with the
background plasma, leading to a
ponderomotive force and a thermal pressure
force. Both of the two nonlinear forces
mainly act on the electrons, but eventually
will have an effect on the ions through the
ambipolar diffusion process. The spatial
redistribution of the plasma density caused
by the actions of these forces will change the
local plasma permittivity along the beam path
and consequently lead to the focusing of the
radio wave beam.
We examine the self-focusing phenomena by
taking into account both the ponderomotive
force and the thermal pressure force as the
two primary mechanisms. The threshold
power intensity is determined by balancing
the natural diffraction and the nonlinear
focusing effects of the wave beam. The focal
length for the concerned process is then esti-
mated after solving the nonlinear wave
equation.
To illustrate the self-focusing process, we
carried out a series of numerical simulations
for high frequency beams with various initial
beam widths propagating in the ionospheric
plasmas. The peak field intensity and the
electron temperature along the beam path
were calculated numerically. We showed
that the thermal pressure force is predomi-
nant over the ponderomotive force in large
incident beam width cases; however, the
ponderomotive force is more significant if the
beam width is small.
Earth terrains are modeled by a two-layer
configuration to investigate the polarimetric
scattering properties of the remotely sensed
media. The scattering layer is a random
medium characterized by a three-dimensional
correlation function with correlation lengths
and variances respectively related to the
scatter sizes and the permittivity fluctuation
strengths. Based on the wave theory with
Born approximations carried to the second
order, this model is applied to derive the
Mueller and the covariance matrices which
fully describe the polarimetric scattering
characteristics of the media. Physically, the
first- and second-order Born approximations
account for the single and double scattering
processes.
For an isotropic scattering layer, the five
depolarization elements of the covariance
matrix are zero under the first-order Born
approximation. For the uniaxial tilted permit-
tivity case, the covariance matrix does not
contain any zero elements. To account for
the randomness in the azimuthal growth
direction of leaves in vegetation, the back-
scattering coefficients are azimuthally aver-
aged. In this case, the covariance matrix
contains four zero elements although the tilt
angle is not zero. Under the second-order
Born approximation, the covariance matrix is
derived for the isotropic and the uniaxial
untilted random permittivity configurations.
The results show that the covariance matrix
has four zero elements and a depolarization
factor is obtained even for the isotropic case.
To describe the effect of the random medium
on electromagnetic waves, the strong permit-
tivity fluctuation theory, which accounts for
the losses due to both of the absorption and
the scattering, is used to compute the effec-
tive permittivity of the medium. For a
mixture of two components, the frequency,
the correlation lengths, the fractional volume,
and the permittivities of the two constituents
are needed to obtain the polarimetric back-
scattering coefficients. Theoretical pred-
ictions are illustrated by comparing the
results with experimental data for vegetation
fields and sea ice.
The phase fluctuations of electromagnetic
waves propagating through a scattering
medium, such as a forest, is studied with the
random medium model. It is of practical
reasons interest to determine the effective-
ness of the synthetic aperture radar (SAR) in
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detecting and imaging objects within the
scattering medium. As an electromagnetic
wave propagates through the scattering
medium, its energy is attenuated and a
random phase fluctuation is introduced. The
magnitude of this random phase fluctuation
is important in estimating the effectiveness of
SAR imaging techniques for objects within
the scattering medium. We are investigating
the phase degradation of the one-way
problem, i.e., transmitter outside the scat-
tering medium and receiver inside the scat-
tering medium.
We use the two-layer random medium
model, which consists of a scattering layer
between free space and ground, to calculate
the phase fluctuations introduced between a
transmitter located above the random
medium and a receiver located within the
random medium. The scattering property of
the random medium is characterized by a
correlation function of the random permit-
tivity fluctuations. The effective permittivity
of the random medium is first calculated
using the strong fluctuation theory, which
accounts for the large permittivity fluctu-
ations of the scatterers. The distorted Born
approximation is then used in the past to cal-
culate the backscattering coefficients. In cal-
culating the phase fluctuations of the
received field, we introduced a perturbation
series for the phase of the received field and
solved to first order in permittivity fluctu-
ations.
Phase fluctuations are first calculated for the
case of the transmitter located directly over
the receiver, which corresponds to the
normal incidence case. The first-order scat-
tered field normalized to the zeroth-order
transmitted field is calculated using the
Green's function for the unbounded medium
(thereby neglecting boundary effects). We
compute the variance of the normalized scat-
tered field at the receiver, which can be
directly related to the magnitude of the phase
fluctuations. We then compare the results
obtained under these approximations to the
results obtained using the paraxial approxi-
mation. The results are then extended to
account for the effects of boundaries by
using the two-layer Dyadic Green's function.
We also consider the extension of the results
to oblique angles of incidence and multi-
layer random media. The theoretical results
are illustrated by comparing the calculated
phase fluctuations and attenuation of the
electromagnetic waves propagating through
the random medium to the available exper-
imental data over forested areas.
We present a finite difference time domain
technique for two dimensional time domain
scattering of electromagnetic waves. The tri-
angular grids and the control region approxi-
mation are employed to discretize Maxwell's
equations. The finite difference time domain
techniques with uniform rectangular grids
have been used in the past. The scatterers
are modeled using staircases and, recently,
we have investigated the accuracy of this
approximation. We have proposed several
types of other grids to improve the staircase
approximation. Generalized nonorthogonal
grid can model scatterer without staircasing.
It has been applied to spherical systems, yet
they appear to be cumbersome for general
scatterers. The "distorted rectangular grid"
model approximates the computational
domain using rectangular grids and distorts
the boundary grids to fit the interfaces. The
triangular grid is used, which is very flexible
in dealing with arbitrary scatterers and
absorbing boundaries.
The control region approximation, which
calls for Delaunay and Dirichlet tessellation,
has been successfully applied to the fre-
quency domain problems in the past. Two
double integral terms are obtained by inte-
grating the Helmholtz equation about the
Delaunay tessellation. The term involving the
Laplace operator can be converted to a
closed loop integral of normal derivatives,
which can easily be approximated in finite
difference manner by utilizing the orthogonal
property of Delaunay and Dirichlet
tessellation. The remaining term can be
approximated by multiplying the field at the
node with the area. In the time domain
problem, the same approximation is applied
to the wave equation, except the term
involving time derivatives is used in time
marching scheme. Alternatively, as in Yee's
algorithm, the first order Maxwell's equations
are solved by spatially and temporally sepa-
rating the electric and magnetic fields. In the
case of electric polarization, the electric fields
are placed at the nodes and the magnetic
fields are placed at the center of triangular
edges. The curl H equation is integrated by
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applying Stoke's theorem and converting it
to a closed loop integral of tangential mag-
netic fields. This equation can be used to
advance electric fields in time. To update
magnetic fields, the second curl equation is
used. This equation is approximated in the
finite difference manner by utilizing the
orthogonality property of the tessellation.
The equations for the magnetic polarization
case can also be derived following the similar
procedure.
In order to limit the computation domain, the
scatterers are enclosed with artificial outer
boundaries. Continuous smooth outer
boundaries, such as circles and ellipses, are
chosen. The second-order time domain
absorbing boundary conditions derived from
the pseudo-differential operator approach is
imposed at the outer boundaries. These
boundary conditions are implemented with
the control region approximation to deter-
mine necessary field quantities at the
boundary. The results of the time domain
control region approach are presented for
simple scatterer geometries, such as con-
ducting and coated cylinders and strips, by
calculating both the transient and time-
harmonic responses.
The finite element and finite difference
methods are increasingly popular in the com-
putational electromagnetics community. A
major issue in applying the methods to elec-
tromagnetic wave scattering problems is con-
fining the computation domain. This is
accomplished by selecting an outer boundary
and imposing absorbing boundary conditions
to simulate the free space. The absorbing
boundary conditions used can be exact or
approximate conditions. In general, exact
absorbing boundary conditions are computa-
tionally inefficient, so approximate absorbing
boundary conditions, which are efficient and
have sufficient accuracy, are widely used.
Two distinct approximate absorbing
boundary conditions have been used in the
past. For the circular outer boundary,
Engquist and Majda obtained the absorbing
boundary conditions via the pseudo-
differential operator approach. Bayliss and
Turkel derived a circular boundary operator
by assuming the Wilcox type expansion for
the scattered fields and developing a series of
operators to eliminate the inverse power









The pseudo-differential operator approach
provides a systematic way to obtain
absorbing boundary conditions in orthogonal
coordinate systems. Furthermore, following
careful observation, we can improve the
absorbability of the boundary conditions
derived by Engquist and Majda. The first-
order condition contains the normal propa-
gation term and a portion of tangential
variation term. The decay term along the
normal direction appears in the second-order
condition only. Since Sommerfeld's radiation
condition contains both normal propagation
and decay terms, the first-order condition
alone cannot be reduced to the Sommerfeld's
condition. In the case of cylindrical coordi-
nate, the Laplace operator contains both first
and second order normal derivative terms.
These two terms can be grouped together by
completing the square. A factorization
scheme is then proposed which yields a first-
order absorbing boundary condition that
contains the Sommerfeld's radiation condi-
tion and a second-order condition.
The pseudo-differential operator approach is
then extended to the elliptic boundary case.
For scattering by elongated scatterers, the
elliptic outer boundary can be used to reduce
the computational domain. The elliptic coor-
dinate system is employed which has two
dimensionless parameters. In the circular
boundary case, the normal parameter has the
dimension of length and the decay term
comes from the first order derivative. Thus, a
new normal parameter, which is the arc
length along a constant tangential parameter,
is defined in the elliptic coordinate. The
Helmholtz equation is then converted to
include first-order derivative of the new
normal parameter. The absorbing boundary
conditions for the elliptic boundary is
obtained following a similar procedure as in
the circular boundary case. It is shown that
in the limit of vanishing interfocal distance,
the boundary conditions for the elliptic




outer boundary is i
of the second-order
condition on the elliptic
Ilustrated by calculating
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scattered fields from various objects. The
results obtained with elliptic boundaries are
compared with those obtained using circular
boundaries. The advantage of using the
elliptic outer boundary in reducing the com-
putational domain is illustrated by calculating
scattering from elongated objects, such as
strip. Furthermore, the choices for the
ellipticity of the outer boundary for a given
scatterer dimension are discussed.
The correlation function plays the important
role in relating the electrical response of the
geophysical medium to its physical proper-
ties. In the past, the volume scattering effect
of electromagnetic waves from geophysical
media such as vegetation canopies and
snow-ice fields has been studied by using
random medium models. Even though the-
oretical treatments were rigorous within
certain constraints, the correlation functions
were chosen according to researchers' know-
ledge and experience on physical properties
of scatterers. Correlation functions have been
extracted from digitized photographs of
cross-sectional samples for snow and lake
ice, and artificially grown saline ice. It was
shown that the extracted correlation lengths
corresponded to the physical sizes of ice
grains, air bubbles, and brine inclusions. Also
the functional forms of the extracted corre-
lation functions were shown to be dependent
on the shape and orientation of embedded
inhomogeneities. To illustrate the importance
of the correlation function study, the
extracted correlation lengths for saline ice
sample were then used to derive the effective
permittivity and compared with in situ dielec-
tric measurements of the sample. However,
without any mathematical model, it is very
difficult to relate the distribution, size, shape,
and orientation of the scatterers to the vari-
ances, correlation lengths, and functional
dependence of the correlation function.
The first analytical survey of correlation func-
tions for randomly distributed inhomogene-
ities with arbitrary shape can be traced back
to the work by Debye and his co-workers. In
order to explain the fourth-power law of the
intensity distribution of x-rays scattered by
porous materials (hole structures) at larger
angles, Debye et al., derived the correlation
function for two-phase isotropic random
medium. Debye showed that materials with
holes of perfectly random shape, size and
distribution can be characterized by a
spherically symmetric correlation function of
exponential form. The correlation length was
related to the fractional volume and the spe-
cific surface which are among the important
factors in determining the catalytic activity.
To demonstrate the feasibility of the method,
we first derive in detail the correlation func-
tion and the correlation length for isotropic
random medium with spherical inclusions.
Then, we extend the correlation function
study to consider randomly distributed
prolate spheroids with preferred alignment in
the vertical direction for the anisotropic
random medium. We employ a scaling
scheme to transform the surface equation of
prolate spheroids to spheres so that we can
utilize the same approach in the isotropic
case to derive the correlation function. Since
most geophysical media are complex mate-
rials such as wet snow - which is a mixture
of air, ice grains, and water content - and
multiyear sea ice - which consists of pure
ice, air bubbles, and brine inclusions - we
also establish the correlation function study
for three-phase mixtures. We considered two
different kinds of inclusions with spherical
and spheroidal shapes. We found that there
is a close relationship between the form of
the correlation function and the distribution,
geometrical shape, and orientation of the
scatterers. Also, the calculated correlation
lengths are related to the fractional volumes
and total common surface areas. These
results can be utilized to identify the feature
signature and characteristics through its
microscopic structure. For instance, dry or
slush snow can be distinguished from grain
sizes, water contents, and density via the
comparison of the variances and correlation
lengths. The form of the correlation function
provides information about the physical
shape and alignment of brine inclusions, in
addition to the concentration of brine inclu-
sions versus air bubbles for the tracing of the
sea-ice signatures (such as thick first-year
sea ice and multiyear sea ice).
As radio waves propagate through the
ionosphere, wave scattering can occur as a
result of ionospheric density irregularities
which give rise to fluctuations in Faraday
rotation angles, known as Faraday Polariza-
tion Fluctuations (FPF). FPF have been
observed with low-orbit satellite beacon
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signals transmitted at frequencies 20, 40, and
54 MHz, and also with geostationary satellite
signals at 136 MHz. Experimentally, it has
been shown that when the linearly polarized
waves, decomposed into two characteristic
wave modes, were measured separately after
transionospheric propagation, there was a
loss of correlation between the two charac-
teristic wave modes. It has been suggested
that diffractive scattering of radio waves by
ionospheric density irregularities is respon-
sible for this phenomenon. The density
irregularities have been considered to be
isotropic and modeled by correlation func-
tions having the same correlation length in
all directions. Ionospheric plasma, however,
is magnetized by the geomagnetic field, and
ionospheric density irregularities tend to
elongate along the magnetic field. The
elongation results in the formation of field-
aligned rod-like irregularities. Sheet-like
irregularities have also been predicted the-
oretically and measured recently. The
geomagnetized ionosphere with density
irregularities is modeled as a gyrotropic
random medium and the effects of both rod-
like and sheet-like random density irregulari-
ties in causing FPF of VHF radio signals are
studied by means of three-dimensional corre-
lation functions.
The model is used to explain the intense FPF
observed in polarimetric records of 136-MHz
satellite signals received at Ascension Island
in 1980 and 1981. The VHF signals were
transmitted from the geostationary satellite
SIRIO and propagated through the
ionosphere near the Appleton equatorial
anomaly crest where the ambient plasma
density was high especially during the 1980
solar-maximum period. For rod-like irreg-
ularities, the theoretical results predict the
field-aligned enhancement of FPF. The
enhancement is shown to be stronger for
longer rod-like irregularities. Furthermore,
the results also demonstrate an inverse
relation between the strength of FPF and the
wave frequency. For sheet-like irregularities,
the results also exhibit the field-aligned
enhancement of FPF and the decreasing FPF
strength with increasing propagation angle.
The difference, however, is that the FPF
strength due to the sheet-like irregularities
have slower decreasing rates at small propa-
gation angle and have larger values at large
propagation angle than the FPF due to the
rod-like irregularities. For VHF waves, the
RMS FPF due to the rod-like and the sheet-
like irregularities are quite distinctive. This
suggests that the RMS FPF data with multi-
frequencies and multipropagation angles can
be used to infer the size and shape of
ionospheric irregularities.
A multivariate K-distribution is proposed to
model the statistics of fully polarimetric radar
data from earth terrain with polarizations HH,
HV, VH, and VV. In this approach, correlated
polarizations of radar signals, as character-
ized by a covariance matrix, are treated as the
sum of N n-dimensional random vectors; N
obeys the negative binomial distribution with
a parameter a and mean N. Subsequently, an
n-dimensional K-distribution, with either zero
or nonzero mean, is developed in the limit of
infinite N or illuminated area. The probability
density function (PDF) of the K-distributed
vector, normalized by its Euclidean norm, is
independent of the parameter c and is the
same as that derived from a zero-mean
Gaussian-distributed random vector. The
above model is well supported by exper-
imental data provided by MIT Lincoln Labo-
ratory and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in
the form of polarimetric measurements.
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We are studying fully polarimetric scattering
of electromagnetic waves from snow and sea
ice with a three-layer random medium model.
This model can account for snow covered
sea ice. The snow layer is modeled as an
isotropic random medium characterized by a
scalar permittivity. The sea ice is modeled as
an anisotropic random medium with a sym-
metric permittivity tensor due to the
elongated form of brine inclusions. The
underlying sea water is considered as a
homogeneous half-space. Volume scattering
effects of both random media are described
by three-dimensional correlation functions
with variances and correlation lengths corre-
sponding to the strengths of the permittivity
fluctuations and the physical sizes of the
inhomogeneities, respectively. We use the
strong fluctuation theory to derive the mean
fields in the random media under the bilocal
approximation, taking into account the
singularities of the dyadic Green's functions
and calculating the effective permittivities of
the random media with two-phase mixing
formulas. We then apply the distorted Born
approximation to obtain the covariance
matrix which describes the fully polarimetric
scattering properties of the remotely sensed
media.
The three-layer configuration is first reduced
to two-layer to observe polarimetric scat-
tering directly from snow, first-year sea ice,
and multiyear sea ice. We investigate the
distinctive characteristics of the media with
the conventional backscattering coefficients
and the complex correlation coefficient p
between Chh and av. The correlation coeffi-
cient p is shown to be important for identi-
fying the characteristics of snow and sea ice.
We then use the three-layer configuration to
investigate the effects on polarimetric radar
returns from snow covered sea ice.
Using a 14-GHz scatterometer and a
collocated IR wave gauge, we made tower-
based measurements of sea-state bias. The
measured bias was found to be an increasing
fraction of the significant wave height
(SWH) with increasing wind speed. Theore-
tical modeling of the scattering from a two-
dimensional two-scale model of the sea
surface leads to a prediction of sea-state bias
based on the wave height-dependent scat-
tering cross section in the physical optics
approximation. We are examining the impli-
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cations of the measurements and modeling
for sea-state bias algorithms.
EM bias is an error in the altitude measure-
ment of an ocean altimeter caused because
the troughs of ocean waves are better reflec-
tors of electromagnetic waves than the
crests. In the past, other researchers have
attempted to predict the EM bias using a
geometric optics solution based on a know-
ledge of the joint height-slope probability
density function of the ocean surface. This
solution does not predict any frequency
dependence of the EM bias contrary to
experiment, because it assumes that the cur-
vature of the ocean surface is negligible
compared to its slope (which might not be
correct).
The EM bias can be solved more accurately
by modeling the ocean surface with a two-
scale model and solving for the EM bias
using the physical optics solution. Using the
saddle point method, we can solve a
gaussian height probability density, (for
normal incidence) and the physical optics
integral (for small slopes of the large-scale
ocean waves) for the backscattered power.
The solution is a superposition of two terms:
(1) the geometric optics solution, and (2) a
correction term added due to the curvature of
the ocean surface.
The ocean can be divided into large and
small scales by choosing a separation
wavenumber ko. The small-scale height vari-
ance can be measured from experimental
data and the small-scale slope and curvature
variances can be estimated by using a suit-
able wavenumber spectrum. Assuming a
one-dimensional wavenumber spectrum of
the k- 3 form with an upper cuttoff
wavenumber ks, the slope and curvature vari-
ances are obtained.
By using the experimental results of Cox and
Munk, we can find an approximate upper
cutoff wavenumber. Consequently, when we
know the wind speed and small-scale height
variance, we can estimate the EM bias by
calculating the centroid of the backscattered
power. Finally, the results are compared with
experimental data.
In the research on the satellite-borne
antennas, the study of electromagnetic radi-
ation from sources in the ionospheric
plasmas has received much attention. For
many years, special attention has been given
to the radiation in very low frequency (VLF)
bands due to its applications in down-link
communication systems and local
ionospheric plasma diagnostics. Many
authors have published results of both the-
oretical and experimental investigations on
single element radiations. However, limited
by low radiation efficiency, the utility of a
practically-sized single VLF radiator could
highly depend upon the focusing effects,
which are characterized by inflection points
on the k-surface associated with the medium.
In recent years, the construction of a large
space-based antenna array has been made
feasible through the progress of spacecraft
technology. With a properly phased large
VLF linear or planar array, a narrow beam
width and, consequently, high directivity can
be achieved.
We analytically examined the far field pattern
of a two-dimensional VLF phased array
located in the ionosphere. We presented
several designs of a phasing scheme which
allows the planar array to be physically
rotated 360 degrees with respect to an axis
perpendicular to the plane of the array. The
main beam stays in the same direction as that
of the geomagnetic field line at the same
time. We discussed the tradeoffs between
the beamwidth, the operating frequency and
the size of the array and compared the per-
formances of the array of different designs.
We also discussed the applicability of the
principle of pattern multiplication. More spe-
cifically, when there is more than one sta-
tionary phase point during the process of
evaluating the radiation integral, or, in other
words, when the k-surface of the medium
possesses inflection points, the simple multi-
plication of the array factor and the element
pattern will not result in the correct overall
far field pattern of the array. For these cases,
we took into account the type (e.g., electric
dipole or magnetic dipole) and the orien-
tation (e.g., parallel or perpendicular to the
geomagnetic field line) of the radiating ele-
ments as well as the array configuration in
calculating the far field pattern.
The scattering of electromagnetic waves from
a two-dimensional slot in a ground plane is
solved using the method of moments. The
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contribution of the surface features, such as
slots and other discontinuities, to the total
radar cross section (RCS) of objects is of
practical interest in the RCS community. In
formulating the integral equation for the
transverse magnetic field case, the problem is
separated into two regions: the region below
and above the ground plane. The region
below the ground plane is treated as a par-
allel plate waveguide. In the region above the
ground plane, the slot aperture is replaced
with a magnetic surface current sheet and
the ground plane is removed by adding the
necessary image sources. The integral
equation for the magnetic surface current
sheet over the slot aperture is then obtained
by matching the boundary conditions over
the aperture. The resulting integral equation
is then solved with the method of moments
using Galerkin's method with the pulse basis
function.
Then, we extend the solution to the case
when the slot is terminated and/or filled with
dielectric/magnetic materials. This is a
straightforward extension, since we can
express simply the waveguide modes for the
parallel plate waveguide filled with materials.
We illustrated the scattering characteristics of
surface slots by plotting the two-dimensional
RCS as functions of incidence angle and fre-
quency and presented the effects of filling
the slots with conducting materials. We also
discussed other useful techniques for
studying the electromagnetic wave scattering
characteristics of various two-dimensional
surface features.
We developed the random medium model
with three-layer configuration to study fully
polarimetric scattering of electromagnetic
waves from geophysical media. This model
can account for the effects on wave scat-
tering due to weather, diurnal and seasonal
variations, and atmospheric conditions such
as ice under snow, meadow under fog, and
forest under mist. The top scattering layer is
modeled as an isotropic random medium
which is characterized by a scalar permit-
tivity. The middle scattering layer is modeled
as an anisotropic random medium with a
symmetric permittivity tensor whose optic
axis can be tilted due to the preferred align-
ment of the embedded scatterers. The
bottom layer is considered as a homoge-
neous half-space. Volume scattering effects
of both random media are described by
three-dimensional correlation functions with
variances and correlation lengths corre-
sponding to the strengths of the permittivity
fluctuations and the physical sizes of the
inhomogeneities, respectively. We used the
strong fluctuation theory to derive the mean
fields in the random media under the bilocal
approximation, properly taking singularities
of the dyadic Green's functions account, and
to calculate effective permittivities of the
random media with two-phase mixing for-
mulas. We then applied the distorted Born
approximation to obtain the covariance
matrix, which describes the fully polarimetric
scattering properties of the remotely sensed
media.
First, the three-layer configuration is reduced
to two-layers to observe fully polarimetric
scattering directly from geophysical media
such as snow, ice, and vegetation. Such
media exhibit reciprocity as experimentally
manifested in the close proximity of the
measured backscattering radar cross sections
Uvh and a,v, and as theoretically established in
the random medium model with symmetric
permittivity tensors. The theory is used to
investigate the signatures of isotropic and
anisotropic random media on the complex
correlation coefficient p between 0 hh and avv
as a function of incident angle. For the
isotropic random medium, p has the value of
approximately 1.0. For the untilted aniso-
tropic random medium, p has complex values
with both the real and imaginary parts
decreased as the incident angle is increased.
The correlation coefficient p is shown to
contain information about the tilt of the optic
axis in the anisotropic random medium. As
the tilted angle becomes larger, the magni-
tude of p is maximized at a larger incident
angle, where the phase of p changes its sign.
It should be noted that the tilt of the optic
axis is also related to the nonzero
depolarization terms in the covariance matrix(which will also be considered).
We identified the effects on polarimetric
wave scattering due to the top layer by com-
paring the three-layer results with those
obtained from the two-layer configuration.
We used the theory to investigate the effects
on polarimetric radar returns due to a low-
loss and a lossy dry-snow layer covering a
sheet of thick first-year sea ice. For the low-
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loss snow cover, both 'hh and aw are
enhanced compared to those observed from
bare sea ice. Furthermore, the boundary
effect is manifested in the form of the oscil-
lation on Uhh and aw The oscillation can also
be seen on the real and imaginary parts of
the correlation coefficient p. The magnitude
of p, however, does not exhibit the oscil-
lation while clearly retaining the same char-
acteristics as observed directly from the
uncovered sea ice. In contrast to the low-
loss case, the lossy top layer can diminish
both Uhh and aw and depress the boundary-
effect oscillation. When the thickness of the
lossy top layer increases, the behavior of the
correlation coefficient p becomes more and
more similar to the isotropic case, signifying
that the information from the lower aniso-
tropic layer is masked. At appropriate fre-
quency, the fully polarimetric volume
scattering effects can reveal the information
attributed to the lower layer even if it is
covered under another scattering layer. Due
to the physical base, the random medium
model renders the polarimetric scattering
information useful in the identification, clas-
sification, and radar image simulation of
geophysical media.
The three-layer random medium model is
developed for microwave remote sensing of
snow-covered sea ice. The electromagnetic
wave theory and strong fluctuation theory
are employed to study the propagation and
volume scattering of electromagnetic waves
in the medium. With the application of the
Feynman diagrammatic technique and the
renormalization method, mean fields for the
isotropic and anisotropic random media are
derived under the bilocal approximation.
Then, the effective permittivities for both
random media are obtained from the
dispersion relations of the mean fields.
Further, with the discrete-scatterer concept
for two-phase mixtures, the scattering parts
of effective permittivities are computed, in
the low-frequency limit, for both isotropic
and anisotropic random media with specified
correlation functions. The distorted Born
approximation is then used to compute the
co-polarized and cross-polarized backscat-
tering coefficients which are compared with
scatterometer data at 9 GHz and 13 GHz for
bare and dry-snow covered thick first year
(TFY) sea ice taken at Point Barrow, N.W.T.
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Supervised and unsupervised classification
procedures are developed and applied to
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) polarimetric
images in order to identify their various earth
terrain components. For supervised classi-
fication processing, we used the Bayes tech-
nique to classify fully polarimetric and
normalized polarimetric SAR data. We also
considered simpler polarimetric discriminates,
such as the absolute and normalized magni-
tude response of the individual receiver
channel returns, in addition to the phase dif-
ference between the receiver channels. In
addition, we discussed another processing
algorithm, based on comparing general prop-
erties of the Stokes parameters of the scat-
tered wave to that of simple scattering
models. This algorithm, which is an unsu-
pervised technique, classifies terrain elements
based on the relationship between the orien-
tation angle and handedness of the transmit-
ting and receiving polarization states. These
classification procedures have been applied
to San Francisco Bay and Traverse City SAR
images (supplied by the Jet Propulsion Lab-
oratory). We showed that supervised classi-
fication yields the best overall performance
when accurate classifier training data is used,
whereas unsupervised classification is appli-
cable when training data is not available.
Polarimetric radar backscatter data observed
with satellite and airborne synthetic aperture
radars (SAR) have demonstrated potential
applications in geologic mapping and terrain
cover classification. Accurate calibration of
such polarimetric radar systems is essential
for polarimetric remote sensing of earth
terrain. A polarimetric calibration algorithm
using three in-scene reflectors is developed
which will be a useful tool in the radar image
interpretation.
The transmitting and receiving ports of the
polarimetric radar are modeled by two
unknown polarization transfer matrices. The
measured scattering matrix is equal to the
product of the transfer matrix of the receiving
port, scattering matrix of the illuminated
target, the transfer matrix of the transmitting
port, and a common phase factor. The
objective of polarimetric radar calibration is
to determine these two unknown polarization
transfer matrices using measurements from
targets with known scattering matrices.
The transfer matrices for the transmitting and
receiving ports are solved in terms of meas-
urements from three in-scene reflectors with
arbitrary known scattering matrices. The
solutions for several sets of calibration
targets with simple scattering matrices are
first presented. Then, the polarimetric cali-
bration using three targets with general arbi-
trary scattering matrices is derived using the
method of simultaneous diagonalization of
two matrices. A transformation matrix is
found to convert the general scattering
matrices into the simple cases, and the
problem is solved in the transformed domain.
We can then express solutions to the original
problem in terms of the solutions obtained
for the simple scattering matrices. We dis-
cussed all possible combinations of cali-
bration targets and presented the solutions of
each case. Thus, if three scatterers with
known scattering matrices are known to exist
within a radar image, then the whole image
can be calibrated using the exact solution
presented. We also illustrated the effects of
misalignment of calibration targets and of
receiver noise for several sets of calibration
targets.
Polarimetric terrain backscatter data observed
with satellite and airborne synthetic aperture
radars (SAR) demonstrate potential applica-
tions in geologic mapping and terrain cover
classification. In previous publications on
this subject, Gaussian statistics have fre-
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quently been assumed for the radar return
signals to build the Bayes terrain classifier.
However, abundant experimental evidence
shows that the terrain radar clutter is non-
Gaussian, i.e., non-Rayleigh in amplitude
distribution. Among many non-Gaussian
statistics, the K-distribution has proven
useful in characterizing the amplitude dis-
tribution of electromagnetic echoes from
various objects, including diverse ground
surfaces, sea surface and wave propagation
through atmospheric turbulence.
There has been considerable interest in the
use of additional information provided by the
polarization in the remote sensing of earth
terrain. By measuring the amplitudes and
phases of the HH, HV, and VV returns in the
backscattered direction, fully polarimetric
scattering characteristics of the earth terrain
can be obtained. Once the scattering matrix
is known, then the scattered power for any
receiving and transmitting polarizations can
be synthesized. The variation of the syn-
thetic aperture radar (SAR) images due to
the changes in the polarization has motivated
the study in terrain discrimination and classi-
fication using the fully polarimetric SAR
images. First, we presented the problem of
determining the optimal polarizations that
maximizes contrast between two scattering
classes. Then, we presented the more
general problem of classifying the SAR
images into multiple classes using the
polarimetric information.
The problem of determining the optimal
polarization that maximizes the contrast
between two terrain classes in the
polarimetric radar images has many practical
application in terrain discrimination. A sys-
tematic approach is presented for obtaining
the optimal polarimetric matched filter, i.e.,
that filter which produces maximum contrast
between two scattering classes. The
maximization procedure involves solving an
eigenvalue problem where the eigenvector
corresponding to the maximum contrast ratio
is optimal polarimetric matched filter. To
exhibit the physical significance of this filter,
it is transformed into its associated transmit-
ting and receiving polarization states and
written in terms of horizontal and vertical
vector components. For the special case
where the transmitting polarization is fixed,
the receiving polarization which maximizes
the contrast ratio is also obtained. Polar-
imetric filtering is then applied to synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) images obtained from
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. We have
shown, both numerically and through the use
of radar imagery, that maximum image con-
trast can be realized when data is processed
with the optimal polarimetric matched filter.
We developed a polarimetric radar calibration
algorithm using three in-scene reflectors
based on the exact solution for general target
choices. The transmitting and receiving ports
of the polarimetric radar are modeled by two
unknown polarization transfer matrices.
These transfer matrices are solved in terms of
measurements from three independent cali-
bration targets with known scattering
matrices. First, we presented the solutions
for several sets of calibration targets with
simple scattering matrices. Then, when at
least two of the target scattering matrices can
be simultaneously diagonalized, polarimetric
calibration is derived using the method of
simultaneous diagonalization of two
matrices. A transformation matrix is found to
convert the general scattering matrices into
the simple cases, and the problem is solved
in the transformed domain. The solution to
the original problem then can be expressed in
terms of the solutions obtained for the simple
scattering matrices. All possible combinations
of calibration targets are discussed and the
solutions are presented for the cases that at
least two of the scattering matrices can be
simultaneously diagonalized.
Conventional classification techniques for
identification of vehicle types from their
range profiles, or pulse responses, have been
shown to be limited in their practical ability
to distinguish targets of interest. These limi-
tations arise from the need for large signature
libraries and time consuming processing for
profile matching algorithms, and from the
assumptions made toward the statistics of
extracted features for parametric methods.
To overcome the practical constraints of
existing techniques, we are examining a new
method of target recognition which utilizes
neural nets. The effectiveness of this neural
net classifier is demonstrated with synthet-
ically generated range profiles for two sets of
geometries, as produced using RCS predic-
tion techniques. The first set consists of
three simple canonical geometries for which
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RCS predictions can be done directly. For
these targets, two neural net configurations
are compared, and the effects of varied
aspect sampling density for the training pro-
files and noise corruption in the test profiles
are demonstrated. Comparisons are made
between the neural net classifier and several
conventional techniques to determine the rel-
ative performance and cost of each algo-
rithm. A similar set of comparisons is
performed for the second group of targets,
consisting of more realistic air vehicle
models, each composed from a collection of
canonical shapes. In both cases, the neural
net classifier is shown to match or exceed
the performance of conventional algorithms
while offering a more computationally effi-
cient implementation.
We used strong permittivity fluctuation
theory to solve the problem of scattering
from a medium composed of completely ran-
domly oriented scatterers under the low fre-
quency limit. Based on Finkelberg's
approach, Gaussian statistics is not assumed
for the renormalized scattering sources. The
effective permittivity is obtained under the
low frequency limit and the result is shown
to be isotropic due to no preferred direction
in the orientation of the scatterers. Numer-
ical results of the effective permittivity are
illustrated for oblate and prolate spheroidal
scatterers and compared with the results for
spherical scatterers. The results derived are
shown to be consistent with the discrete
scatterer theory. The effective permittivity of
random medium embedded with nonspher-
ical scatterers shows a higher imaginary part
than that of spherical scatterer case with
equal correlation volume. Under the dis-
torted Born approximation, the polarimetric
covariance matrix for the backscattered elec-
tric field is calculated for the half-space ran-
domly oriented scatterers. The nonspherical
geometry of the scatterers shows significant
effects on the cross-polarized backscattering
returns ahv and the correlation coefficient p
between HH and VV returns. The
polarimetric backscattering scattering coeffi-
cients can provide useful information in dis-
tinguishing the geometry of scatterers.
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We have found many applications for cylin-
drical microstrip antennas which pertain to
high speed aircrafts and space vehicles. This
is due to their conformity with the aerodyna-
mical structure of such vehicles. Recently,
there has been some progress in the theore-
tical study of these antennas - where the
radiation from various cylindrical microstrip
elements was computed by assuming an
electric surface current distribution on the
microstrip patch. The excitation problem of
realizing such a current distribution must still
be addressed. Furthermore, the input
impedance for the cylindrical microstrip
antennas has not yet been reported.
We presented a rigorous analysis of the reso-
nant frequency problem of both the
cylindrical-rectangular and the wraparound
microstrip structures using two different
approaches: integral equation formulation
and a perturbational approach. Using
Galerkin's method in solving the integral
equations, we studied the complex frequen-
cies with sinusoidal basis functions and
investigated the effect of the edge singularity
of the patch current on the convergence.
Numerical results show that the HEo mode
for the wraparound patch and the cylindrical-
rectangular patches have narrow bandwidth;
thus, they are more appropriate for resonator
applications. The TEo, and HEoi modes of
the wraparound and cylindrical-rectangular
patches, respectively, have wide bandwidth
and are efficient radiating modes.
We investigated a more realistic problem of
the radiation from a cylindrical microstrip
antenna excited by a probe, discussing both
the cylindrical-rectangular and the wrap-
around elements. Using a cylindrically
stratified medium approach, we rigorously
formulated the current distribution on the
patch, deriving a set of vector integral equa-
tions that govern it. We then solved this set
of equations using Galerkin's method, which
expands the patch current in terms of a com-
plete set of basis functions that can take into
account the edge singularity condition. The
input impedance, together with the radiation
pattern, are derived both exactly and in the
small substrate thickness limit where a single
mode approximation is employed. For thick
substrates, hybrid modes are excited. Only in
the case of axially symmetric modes (n = 0),
is the TEo0m decoupled from the TMom; modes
of different parity do not couple. The pres-
ence of the dielectric substrate widens the
bandwidth and broadens the radiation
pattern. The radiation pattern is insensitive
to the substrate thickness (especially for high
dielectrics). For wraparound antenna, all
current modes with no axial variation tend to
weakly radiate and consequently have
narrow bandwidth. When the TE,01 mode is
excited, the wraparound antenna works as a
good antenna. The rectangular-cylindrical
patch is, generally, less radiating than the
wraparound.
For microwave integrated circuit applications,
the characteristics of interconnects have been
investigated for the propagation modes, time
response, crosstalk, coupling, delay, etc. For
these analyses, we assumed that quasi-TEM
modes are guided along the multiconductor
transmission lines. The analysis was per-
formed for two asymmetric transmission
lines. Also, an arbitrary number of trans-
mission lines was analyzed in which the load
and the source conditions were presented in
terms of the modal reflection and trans-
mission coefficient matrices.
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A quasi-TEM analysis for multiconductor
transmission lines with finite strip thickness
embedded in arbitrary layers of a lossy
isotropic stratified medium is presented. A
spectral domain scalar Green's function of a
uniform line charge immersed in a lossy
isotropic stratified medium is introduced. In
the formulation, no side walls are introduced,
the transmission structure is not truncated,
and the analysis is valid for arbitrary number
of dielectric layers.
Based on the scalar Green's function, a set of
coupled integral equations is obtained for the
charge distribution on the strip surfaces. We
used Pulse basis functions and a point-
matching scheme is used to numerically
solve the set of integral equations for the
charge distribution, and hence the capaci-
tance matrix. The duality between electro-
static formulation and a magnetostatic one is
applied to calculate the inductance matrix.
The conductance matrix is obtained by using
the duality between the electrostatic and
current field problem. To calculate the resist-
ance matrix, we used a perturbation method.
Finally, we derived a transmission line anal-
ysis to obtain the transfer matrix for multi-
conductor uniform lines, which significantly
reduces the effort in treating the load and the
source conditions. We obtained transient
responses by using the Fourier transform and
presented the results for two coupled lines.
Due to their many advantages (including low
profile and light weight), conventional
microstrip antennas consisting of a single
perfectly conducting patch on a grounded
dielectric slab have received much attention
in recent years. However, due to their reso-
nant behavior, their use is severely limited in
that they radiate efficiently only over a
narrow band of frequencies, with bandwidths
typically only a few percent. Techniques for
increasing the bandwidth have included
stacking a number of microstrip patches in
multilayer configurations, introducing addi-
tional resonances in the frequency range of
interest, and achieving wider bandwidths.
We have considered using a microstrip
antenna consisting of two microstrip disks in
a stacked configuration. With the dyadic
Green's function formulation, we performed a
rigorous analysis of the two stacked circular
microstrip disks in a layered medium. We
derived a set of coupled integral equations
for the current distribution on the disks using
the vector Hankel transform. This coupled
set is then solved using Galerkin's method.
The choice of the current basis functions is
based on the currents of the magnetic wall
cavity. Complex resonant frequencies are
calculated as a function of the layered
substrate, permittivities and thicknesses, and
the ratio of the two disks radii. The resonant
frequencies of two different stacked config-
urations are studied as function of the cou-
pling interaction. Critical coupling between
the two resonators occurs at the point where
the real part of the resonance curves for the
two isolated resonators intersect. The split-
ting of the complex resonance curves at this
point is a function of the strength of the cou-
pling between the two resonators. The dual
frequency or wide band operation is shown
to be achieved by changing the coupling
coefficient.
We investigated the input impedance of a
microstrip antenna consisting of two circular
microstrip disks in a stacked configuration
driven by a coaxial probe and performed a
rigorous analysis using a dyadic Green's
function formulation where the mixed
boundary value problem is reduced to a set
of coupled vector integral equations.
Galerkin's method is employed in the spectral
domain with an additional term used in the
disk current expansion (1) to account for the
singular nature of the current in the vicinity
of the probe, (2) to ensure continuity of the
current, and (3) to speed up convergence of
the solution. To confirm the validity of the
uniform probe current assumption with the
use of the attachment mode, we compared
the input impedance results of a single disk
on both a thin and thick substrate with pub-
lished data. The input impedance of the
stacked microstrip antenna is calculated as a
function of the layered parameters and the
ratio of the two disks. We showed that the
results of the stacked microstrip configura-
tion are in good agreement with experimental
data.
Many authors have studied microstrip dis-
continuities, such as open end, gap and step
in width. There are different methods for
analyzing microstrip discontinuities, such as
quasi-static approach, planar waveguide
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model, and integral equation formulation. As
the frequency increases, the quasi-static
assumption is not valid. In the planar wave-
guide model analyses, the thickness of the
substrate is assumed to be much smaller than
the wavelength, so that we can apply a two-
dimensional model. In this case, the effect of
radiation and surface waves are not consid-
ered. We applied the integral equation
method to study the open end and gap
dicontinuities on isotropic substrates. In
applying the integral equation method, we
introduced various approximation in the
computation procedure. More recently, we
used finite element expansion currents to for-
mulate a full-wave analysis of micristrip dis-
continuities on isotropic substrate.
We rigorously analyzed the open end, gap,
and step in width discontinuities placed on
anisotropic substrates. Both uniaxial and
tilted uniaxial anisotropy are considered. The
materials are assumed to be lossless and the
metal strips to be infinitely thin. A dyadic
Green's function for layered anisotropic
media is used to formulate a set of vector
integral equations for the current distribution.
The fundamental hybrid mode is assumed to
be propagating on the input and output of
microstrip lines. In solving the set of vector
integral equations, we employed the method
of moment. The basis functions for the
current on the metal strip consider the edge
effect. Both longitudinal and transverse cur-
rents are considered in the calculation. First,
the propagation constant for the infinitely
long uniform microstrip line is calculated.
Then, the propagation constant of the funda-
mental mode is used to formulate the
excitation of the discontinuity problem. At
the discontinuity, local basis functions are
used to simulate the local currents near the
discontinuity. The scattering matrix can then
be obtained, and an equivalent circuit model
can be proposed. We investigated the effect
of the anisotropyand discussed the results.
We investigated wave propagation along
microstrip lines on uniaxially anisotropic
substrates, in which the width is periodically
modulated, by dividing the structure into
consecutive uniform sections. We derived a
rigorous formulation for calculating the
capacitance matrix of uniform lines. We then
used a quasi-TEM approximation to obtain
the circuit parameters for each section. To
obtain the dispersion relation of the periodic
structures, the transfer matrix is applied. The
effects of the anisotropy of substrate material
and the strip line geometry on the stopband
characteristics are exploited. We also investi-
gated the properties of two coupled width-
modulated lines.
Most of the published work on the input
impedance and other parameters of a
probe-fed microstrip antenna employ an
approximation to the probe feed by assuming
thin dielectric substrates; the probe current
can be modeled by an idealized uniform
current ribbon of the same dimensions as the
probe. To ensure the proper variation of the
patch current near the probe and to enforce
the continuity of current at the probe-patch
junction, an attachment current mode has
been incorporated in the patch current
expansion. This leads to acceptable numer-
ical results for the computation of the radi-
ation pattern by the patch and for the mutual
impedance between the probe and the patch.
However, this approximation is not suffi-
ciently accurate to solve for the current dis-
tribution on the patch nor for the
computation of the self impedance at the ter-
minals of the probe. Furthermore, in milli-
meter wave applications and for wideband
operation where thick substrates or stacked
structures are used, the thin substrate
approximation is not valid. Recently, an alter-
native approach for the computation of the
input impedance was developed. In this for-
mulation, an approximate solution satisfying
the boundary condition on the metallic probe
was obtained in the framework of the mag-
netic cavity model. The fringing of the field
at the edges of the patch and the radiation
and surface wave losses were artificially con-
sidered by using an edge extension formula
and an effective loss tangent.
We rigorously analyzed the problem of a cir-
cular microstrip disk on a thick dielectric
substrate, fed by an eccentric probe. We for-
mulated the problem in terms of a Vector
Weber Transform which allows us to develop
the Green's function of the layered medium
with the eccentric probe and the microstrip
patch as part of the medium. Using the
Vector Weber Transform automatically
enforces the boundary conditions on the
probe and the patch. This allows us to cast
the problem as the solution of a set of two
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coupled vector integral equations governing
the tangential components of the electric
field across the aperture of the coaxial line
feed and those across the interface where the
patch lies. This set is then solved using the
method of moments where the magnetic frill
current across the aperture of the coaxial line
is represented by a Vector Weber Series
expansion. From the computed electric field
across the aperture of the coaxial line feed,
the reflection coefficient for the TEM mode is
obtained which allows us to compute the
input impedance at the terminals of the
probe. Numerical results for the input
impedance are presented.
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We developed a new method for analyzing
frequency-dependent transmission line
systems with nonlinear terminations by using
the generalized scattering matrix formulation
for the time domain iteration scheme. Pre-
vious works have employed either the
admittance matrix, which results in extended
impulse responses, or introduced artificial
matching networks, which could render the
solution unstable. In contrast, the general-
ized scattering matrix approach is most
closely tied to the concept of waves. There-
fore, it can achieve a shorter impulse
response that leads to smaller computer
memory requirement and faster computation
time.
We have carried out the detailed procedure
for solving this kind of nonlinear transient
problem for a microstrip transmission line
with linear source resistance. The diode-like
terminal characteristics has been considered,
and the speed of convergence is quite satis-
factory.
We have applied the Time-Domain Finite-
Difference modeling to obtain propagation
characteristics of microstrip structures.
Maxwell equations are expressed in finite-
difference form, and the substrates are con-
sidered to be anisotropic in general. By
positioning the components of the electric
and magnetic fields at different positions and
evaluating them dat alternate time steps, we
obtain the components of Maxwell's equa-
tions. Boundary condition implementation in
this method is an important issue. Electric
and magnetic walls can be implemented
simply by setting the appropriate field com-
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ponents to zero. Open-end termination is
simulated by using the open-circuit, short-
circuit technique, to cancel out the reflected
waves. We have used this method to illus-
trate graphically the field propagation along
an open microstrip line. Field components
are plotted in both space and time domains.
The dispersive behavior of the wave propa-
gation can be observed. It is should be noted
that this method can be conveniently applied
to obtain frequency-dependent character-
istics of various microstrip structures such as
effective permittivity, characteristic
impedance, scattering matrix elements, and
equivalent circuit components. An improved
source plane implementation using magnetic
wall is applied for better modeling of the
matched source. This method is very pow-
erful in obtaining both the time-domain and
the frequency-domain characteristics of
microstrip lines, discontinuities and coupled
lines.
We have developed general purpose finite
difference time domain (FDTD) algorithms to
solve electromagnetic wave propagation in
integrated circuit problems, in particular the
discontinuities such as bends and corners.
The geometry is read from a file which
assigns dielectric constants, permeability, and
conductivity to each discrete mesh point. To
limit the domain of computation, we have
implemented an absorbing boundary condi-
tion which simulates an outward propagating
wave at the faces of the mesh, thus elimi-
nating reflection from these faces. Specific
problems simulated so far include two-
dimensional propagation from a point source
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
absorbing boundary condition and three-
dimensional propagation around a 90 degree
microstrip corner.
We have developed a new perturbation
series, coupled integral equation approach
for calculating the frequency dependent
circuit parameters for quasi-TEM trans-
mission lines with lossy conductors. The
method considers the addition of loss and
dispersion to be perturbations on the lossless
TEM case, and therefore the difference
between the propagation constant and the
wavenumber in free space is a small param-
eter. We obtain the lowest order term of the
perturbation series by solving two quasistatic
problems; the electrostatic problem to get the
capacitance, and the magnetoquasistatic
problem, with the distribution of current
inside the wire considered, which gives the
frequency-dependent inductance and resist-
ance. Both of these problems are solved
using one-dimensional integral equations for
quantities on the surface of the conductor;
this represents a significant improvement in
efficiency over previous methods. For most
cases of practical interest, the lowest order
term of the series will suffice. If, however,
the change in the propagation constant from
the lossless case, due to the altered
inductance and the addition of resistance, is
significant, additional terms in the perturba-
tion series can be calculated.
The method has been applied to the case of
one or more wires embedded in a uniform
dielectric. In the original magnetoquasistatic
problem, the current is directed entirely along
the axis of propagation and satisfies the
frequency-domain diffusion equation.
Outside the wire, the magnetic vector poten-
tial is in the same direction, and obeys
Laplace's equation. The boundary conditions
are the continuity of tangential and normal
magnetic field at the interface, which can be
expressed in terms of the current density and
vector potential and their derivatives. Since
we can express the ratio of the frequency-
dependent resistance to the DC resistance in
terms of the values of the volume current and
its normal derivative on the surface of the
wire only, we can use a pair of coupled inte-
gral equations to solve for these quantities
alone, which we can solve by Galerkin's
method or other finite element methods.
In microelectronic packaging, a problem of
practical interest is the study of propagation
characteristics of a shielded microstrip line in
the presence of crossing strips in a multilay-
ered structure. We have investigated the
dispersion characteristics of strip lines
crossed by metallic strips and embedded in
the same isotropic layer and bounded by two
conducting planes. We used a rigorous
dyadic Green's function formulation in the
spectral domain and derived a set of coupled
vector integral equations for the current dis-
tribution on the conductors. We then
applied Galerkin's method to derive the
matrix eigenvalue equation for the propa-
gation constant. We studied the dispersion
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properties of the signal lines for both cases
of finite and infinite length crossing strips.
We analyzed the effects of the structure
dimensions on the passband and stopband
characteristics. For crossing strips of finite
length, the stopband is mainly affected by
the period, the crossing strip length, and the
separation between the signal and the
crossing strips. For crossing strips of infinite
length carrying travelling waves, attenuation
along the signal line exists over the whole
frequency range of operation.
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Because of the rapid expansion of air traffic
in the United States and around the world,
precision landing systems play an important
role in both increasing airport capacity and
safety. Both the traditional instrument
landing system (ILS) and the newer micro-
wave landing system (MLS) have established
international standards.
In this research project, we develop simu-
lation tools for evaluating (from the spectrum
management aspect) the growth potential of
ILS and MLS in metropolitan areas. Suitable
electromagnetic propagation models will be
established with all possible electromagnetic
radiation sources within the ILS/MLS oper-
ating bands considered in our study of elec-
tromagnetic interference level. We can then
use this interference level to judge whether
the capacity can be met by adding a certain
type of precision landing system without
causing any problems.
Our technical approach included the fol-
lowing tasks:
1. Identification of radiation sources,
2. Development of propagation models,
3. Development of receiver models,
4. Construction of computer simulation
tool,
5. Verification and validation of the simu-
lation software, and
6. Generation of metropolitan
capacity projection database.
channel
The major deliverable of this project is a sim-
ulation software named EMSALS (Electro-
magnetic Modeling and Simulation Applied
to Landing Systems). It will be subdivided
into EMSALS/I (for ILS) and EMSALS/M
(for MLS). Because ILS has been in use for
more than forty years and its operation char-
acteristics and interference sources are better
known, our initial emphasis will be on ILS
assessment. The MLS assessment will build
upon the experience with ILS simulation and
be implemented in a more gradual manner.
For a greater degree of feedback on our
research, we decided to carry out the project
in a progressive manner by dividing it into
five self-contained phases. Each phase is
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marked by different combinations of theore-
tical models. An exhaustive analysis encom-
passing all six tasks listed above will be done
during each phase. Thus, we can obtain
intermediate results at any time, and can use
existing data to check the degree of accuracy
of the theoretical models.
The first two phases of ILS studies are
devoted to automating FAA spectrum engi-
neering procedure on 386-based PCs. We
spent the past few months developing the
computation model and user interface for
such procedure, implementing the free-space
and the IF-77 propagation models and a
minimum performance standard (MOPS)
compliant receiver model. At the conclusion
of Phase 1, coding of the procedure is com-
pleted. Our software takes as much input as
possible from site-specific information such
as antenna type and radiated power, with
runway headings achieving maximum degree
of accuracy. We stored a digitized map of
the United States, accurate to one hundredth
of a degree, to be displayed with the assess-
ment. Besides the menu feature, we also
added the capability to zoom in and out at
various magnification levels with a mouse or
with keyboard control. Site-specific data
such as antenna type and power are taken
into the computation module. The next step,
verification of the simulation code, will
involve examining and comparing the manual
analysis results with the computer output.
This verification will be done on a larger
scale, including several metropolitan areas.
Meanwhile, we continued with building
modules for the cell display simulation. The
modules, originally written in Turbo Pascal,
have been converted to Turbo C codes. The
user interface has also been improved. On
the first screen, the user can specify the
name of signal strength database, which has
been precalculated. On the second screen,
the user specifies the models and computa-
tional parameters, on the display screen,
where assessment is being made. Here "cell"
refers to an area of one nautical mile by one
nautical mile at the designated altitude. The
cells are color coded according to the seri-
ousness of interference. The user will be
able to zoom in and out, to inquire the signal
and interference strength with the mouse,
and to turn on and off, or change the power
of the transmitting antenna. Thus, the cell
display will provide abundant information
and will be an invaluable tool for FAA Spec-
trum Engineering Division personnel to pin-
point where the problem is and to what
extent the simulation tool is eventually
released.
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